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Anatomy of a Bid Protest
by Joseph R. Haftek Jr.

Many practitioners have received a frantic call along these

lines from a client:

“Hi, this is Joe.”

“Joe! It’s Jim from XYZ Contracting.”

“Hey Jim, how have you…”

“We lost a bid in Bravos because they said our subcontractor

had too much uncompleted work, but they don’t! We need to file a

bid protest.”

Filing a timely, forceful, and affirmative bid protest can cer-

tainly help a bedeviled client attain this goal; however, there

are subtle differences and nuances, especially regarding bid

protest procedures, across New Jersey’s various public bidding

statutes.1 Bid protests are highly technical, fact specific, emer-

gent actions, and failing to properly identify the correct bid-

ding statute applicable to a challenge, understand its particu-

lar details, and follow the proscribed challenge procedure can

be fatal to a bid protest. While case law applicable to public

bidding is generally applicable to all bid protests, statutory dif-

ferences in pre-bid challenge procedures, initial reviews of

protests, and the right to judicial review can vary greatly. 

This article will primarily evaluate the procedures and

dichotomies of two of New Jersey’s primary public bidding

statutes: the Local Public Contracts Law2 (LPCL) and State Pro-

curement Law3 (SPL). The LPCL governs most public bidding

for municipalities, counties and local government authorities

and boards. The SPL applies to contracts issued by the Depart-

ment of the Treasury’s Division of Property Management and

Construction (DPMC). 

Background
In general, New Jersey’s public bidding statutes “are

designed to promote competition and guard against extrava-

gance and corruption.”4 “The purpose is to secure competi-

tion; they should be construed with sole reference to the pub-

lic good; and they should be rigidly adhered to by the courts.”5

Public contracts “must be let only after the broadest opportu-

nity for public bidding is given in order to secure competition,

and guard against favoritism, improvidence, extravagance and

corruption.”6 It is the violation of these premises and the

statutes embodying these ideals that engender bid protests.

Bid Protest Procedures
The Pre-Submission Specification Challenge

The client has calmed down and finally provided the back-

ground on how and why it believes it is entitled to challenge

a public bid award. What now? The first step in any bid



protest is to determine whether the

client’s grievance involves a challenge to

an allegedly improper bid specification,

and whether it was required to chal-

lenge the allegedly improper specifica-

tions prior to bid opening. This is the

first major difference in procedure

between the LPCL and SPL.

For example, the practitioner receives

a call from a client located 25 miles from

the soliciting local public entity, claim-

ing it lost a public bid because the bid

specifications stated only bidders within

20 miles of the soliciting public entity

would be considered for award of the

contract. This is a bid specification that

would require a pre-bid challenge, as all

bidders were aware of the requirement

in advance of submitting bids. In dis-

cussing the distinction between chal-

lenges made to bid specifications and

challenges to contract awards to success-

ful bidders, the New Jersey Supreme

Court noted that in the latter, “all inter-

ested parties have accepted the specifica-

tions as drawn, have bid on those speci-

fications, and, at least as far as the

successful bidder is concerned, have a

vested interest in the contract award

itself.”7

The LPCL procedure for challenging a

bid specification is exceedingly straight-

forward; specification challenges must

be filed with a public entity at least

three days prior to bid submission and

opening.8 A LPCL pre-bid specification

challenge filed less than three days prior

to bid opening “shall be considered void

and having no impact on the contract-

ing unit or the award of a contract.”9

Most interestingly, there is no require-

ment for a public entity to take any

action on a timely filed pre-bid specifi-

cation challenge; local public entities

are free to either address the pre-bid

challenge formally or informally, or sim-

ply ignore it. However, the importance

of filing this pre-bid challenge cannot be

understated. For an aggrieved public

bidder, the filing of a required pre-bid

challenge, even if it is ignored, should

act to preserve the right to challenge a

public entity’s action or inaction on the

pre-bid challenge even after a contract

award.

Conversely, the SPL procedures for

challenging a specification can require a

multi-level process that commences dur-

ing the mandated request for proposal

(RFP) question period, and must be for-

mally initiated “in sufficient time to per-

mit a review of the merits of the protest

and to take appropriate action as may be

necessary, prior to the scheduled dead-

line for proposal submission.”10 Howev-

er, specification protests submitted less

than seven days before submissions are

due may be disregarded.11 A SPL pre-bid

specification is a more intensive and for-

mal procedure, and requires a formal

written disposition of the challenge.12

In light of the foregoing, it is, there-

fore, extremely important that the prac-

titioner evaluate whether a client has a

right to protest a bid award, but also

understand the procedures for pre-bid

challenges to advise clients on how to

timely address specification issues.

Bidder Qualifications

Many of New Jersey’s primary bidding

statutes, including those governing state

contracts13 and school construction,14

contain bidder qualification require-

ments.15 More often than not, prospec-

tive bidders are required to be pre-quali-

fied and classified by the DPMC

regarding type and amount of work. It is

clear in most state bidding statutes and

regulations that the failure to obtain or

maintain proper DPMC pre-qualification

and classification prevents contractors

from bidding on projects, and will result

in rejection of otherwise conforming

bids from bidders lacking proper pre-

qualification and classification.16 Once

again, the LPCL varies greatly from the

SPL by requiring little in the way of for-

mal prequalification of bidders.

Local government entities that solicit

bids in accordance with the LPCL and

wish to adopt qualifications for bidders

have to follow statutory protocols,

including submitting the proposed regu-

lations to a public hearing with notice

of the hearing provided in at least two

newspapers circulating in the county.17

Thereafter, if the proposed qualifications

are approved at the public hearing, they

must be submitted to the director of the

Division of Local Government Services

for the director’s approval.18 The director

may disapprove of the proposed regula-

tions if specific criteria are not met.19

The legal intent of the LPCL makes

sense; it was designed not to burden

local public entities with repressive bid-

der qualification requirements, especial-

ly for smaller jobs. However, it also cre-

ates confusion regarding the

qualifications required to bid for LPCL

projects and leaves the door open to bid-

ders that are potentially unqualified to

perform the work for which they are bid-

ding. While it is clear that public bidding

statutes have created a more level play-

ing field for bidders in certain contexts,

the subject of bidder qualification is still

a proverbial gray area, particularly with

respect to local government bidding. 

Further confusion arises from anoth-

er section of the LPCL regarding subcon-

tractors, which requires LPCL bidders to

name subcontractors “qualified with

this act.”20 But what does that mean? At

first glance, this would seemingly

require DPMC prequalification and clas-

sification for subcontractors on LPCL

projects, but that is not the case. The

New Jersey Appellate Division has deter-

mined sufficient cause for rejection of a

bid where the low monetary bidder

names a subcontractor that is not quali-

fied to perform specialty work specified

in bid documents, was not licensed to

do such work, and there is a lack of evi-

dence that it had ever done such work.21

That case presents a somewhat extreme

set of facts, leaving no clear definition of

“qualification.”22
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The practice point here is in recogniz-

ing that while qualification challenges

may carry the day under the SPL, and

many of New Jersey’s other public bid-

ding statutes, it may not do so under the

oft-used LPCL.23

Post-Award Challenges

The formal protest procedures differ

under the LPCL and SPL. Procedure is

incredibly important to a successful bid

challenge, and prior to initiating a chal-

lenge the practitioner must check both

the applicable statute and bid specifica-

tions requirements on how to initiate a

bid protest. In general, aggrieved bidders

may run directly to the courthouse for

LPCL challenges, but must first pursue

administrative remedies before obtain-

ing judicial relief under the SPL.24

Aggrieved bidders having standing to

file a bid protest include taxpayers, bid-

ders, and prospective bidders.25

Contracts let under the LPCL must be

awarded by resolution of the public enti-

ty to the “lowest responsible bidder,”

often referred to as the lowest responsive,

responsible bidder.26 “The contract must

be awarded not simply to the lowest bid-

der, but rather to the lowest bidder that

complies with the substantive and pro-

cedural requirements in the bid adver-

tisements and specifications.”27 Strict

compliance with bidding statutes is

required, as local public entities are gen-

erally without discretion to award pub-

lic contracts. However, the legislative

intent behind public bidding laws was

not to supplant all exercises of princi-

pled business judgment by contracting

public entities that conform to bidding

laws and underlying policies.28

LPCL challenges are brought via an

action in lieu of prerogative writ pur-

suant to New Jersey Court Rule 4:69,

which requires the filing of an order to

show cause, verified complaint and

brief. The action must be filed within 45

days of the “accrual of the right to the

review,” most often the date of bid

award.29 Every protest application

should include a request for temporary

restraints preventing award and/or per-

formance of the contract during the

pendency of the action and a claim for

awarding and/or rescinding the award

of the contract.30 The trial court will also

determine what discovery, if any, is

required, and many of these protests are

adjudicated without discovery or testi-

mony following oral argument.31

LPCL bid protests are evaluated using

an “abuse of discretion” standard:

“[U]nless it is established, which it has

not been here, the Borough as the con-

tracting agent acted in bad faith or

abused its discretion in rejecting these

bids, unless that is proven, the court

could not substitute its judgment for that of

the agency.”32 The court must determine

whether the challenged award was

“arbitrary, capricious and unreason-

able.”33 Challenged bid awards may be

determined to be an abuse of discretion

for a variety of reasons, often with the

analysis coming down to whether an

alleged defect is material or immaterial.34

Material requirements in bid specifica-

tions may not be waived.35 The test of

whether a defect is material or immate-

rial is set forth in a two-part test first

established in the trial court, and subse-

quently affirmed by the New Jersey

Supreme Court:36

• First Part: “[W]hether the effect of a

waiver would be to deprive the

municipality of its assurance that the

contract will be entered into, per-

formed and guaranteed according to

its specified requirements”37; and,

• Second Part: “[W]hether it is of

such a nature that its waiver would

adversely affect competitive bidding

by placing a bidder in a position of

advantage over other bidders or by

otherwise undermining the necessary

common standard of competition.”38

Despite the summary nature of these

actions, they can result in a pyrrhic vic-

tory: Based upon timing and a court’s

sympathy to the public entity, one can

obtain a ruling that it is entitled to a

contract, but lose out on the award due

to substantial performance of the con-

tract during adjudication.39 Timing is

everything.

Conversely, the SPL requires a formal,

written challenge first be lodged with

the awarding state agency.40 There is a

different standard for awarding con-

tracts under the SPL than the LPCL. The

SPL permits agency directors more lati-

tude: “All material factors, including

price, must be considered in the ulti-

mate determination of the most advan-

tageous bid.”41 Agency directors are

afforded significant discretion and lati-

tude in rejecting and awarding contracts

under the SPL.42 More specifically, the

New Jersey Supreme Court held that

agency directors awarding a contract

pursuant to the SPL have greater inde-

pendence than public entities awarding

contracts under the LPCL.43

Two types of protests may be

brought under the SPL: 1) challenging

the rejection of a proposal;44 and, 2) dis-

puting the award of a contract.45 All

protests must be filed within 10 days of

notice of rejection or award;46 there are

also specific requirements regarding

what must be included in an initial

protest in order to continue to prose-

cute a challenge, and an agency direc-

tor is permitted to disregard protests

that do not comply with all initial fil-

ing requirements.47 The agency direc-

tor, or a designee, has discretion

whether to hold an in-person hearing

and determine the scope and breadth

of such a hearing.48 Following either

the director’s/designee’s review and/or

in person hearing, the agency director

or director’s designee must issue a writ-

ten decision providing the basis for its

ruling, which is a final agency

decision.49 Once again, as with the

LPCL, timing and procedure are at the
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forefront of protest procedure under

the SPL.

Recognizing the differences in initial

LCPL and SPL bid protest procedures is

paramount to a client’s potential success

on the merits. Fortunately, when it

comes to appellate procedure, the proce-

dure under both statutes is nearly iden-

tical. LPCL challenges are filed as an

appeal of a trial court’s decision pur-

suant to Rule 2:2-3(a)(1), and as an

appeal of a final agency decision under

Rule 2:2-3(a)(2). Any appeal of a bid

protest action also should include an

application for an emergent stay.50 The

New Jersey Supreme Court recently con-

firmed that failure to seek an emergent

stay is just as fatal on an appeal as it is at

the trial level: 

in light of our decision finding error in the

appellate division’s reversal of the divi-

sion’s award to rMd, we need not address

the parties’ arguments in favor of a bright-

line rule in favor of mootness when an

unsuccessful bidder fails to seek a stay in

order to appeal a bid award. We note only

that the parties’ arguments highlight that

an unsuccessful bidder, who does not

promptly seek a stay of a lease bid award

under  rule  2:9-8 when appealing an

award determination, acts at his, her, or its

peril.51

Conclusion
Again, the requirement of quick,

affirmative action and understanding

the procedure for filing a bid protest

cannot be understated. To reinforce the

importance of timely and properly filing

bid protest actions, monetary damages

are not permitted in bid protest actions.

The failure to do so can not only result

in a client losing out on a public con-

tract it was entitled to, it can leave it

without any options for recovery.52 �
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